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Abstract
We study the derivative nonlinear wave equation´Bttu`∆u “ |∇u|2 on R1`3. The deterministic theory
is determined by the Lorentz-critical regularity sL “ 2, and both local well-posedness above sL as well as
ill-posedness below sL are known. In this paper, we show the local existence of solutions for randomized
initial data at the super-critical regularities s ě 1.984. In comparison to the previous literature in
random dispersive equations, the main difficulty is the absence of a (probabilistic) nonlinear smoothing
effect. To overcome this, we introduce an adaptive and iterative decomposition of approximate solutions
into rough and smooth components. In addition, our argument relies on refined Strichartz estimates,
a paraproduct decomposition, and the truncation method of de Bouard and Debussche.
1 Introduction
We consider the Cauchy problem for the nonlinear wave equation#
´Bttu`∆u “ |∇u|2, for pt, xq P R1`d
u|t“0 “ f0, Btu|t“0 “ f1
, (1)
with initial data pf0, f1q P HsxpRdq ˆ Hs´1x pRdq and dimension d ě 2. The choice of the nonlinearity
|∇u|2 is mainly for simplicity, and the methods of this paper also apply to a general quadratic derivative
nonlinearity. In particular, using the sign change u ÞÑ ´u, one can convert |∇u|2 into ´|∇u|2.
The deterministic theory of (1) is by now well-understood. Due to the scaling symmetry of the equation,
one expects local well-posedness in HsxpRdq ˆHs´1x pRdq only for s ě d{2. Using Lorentz-transformations
(cf. [37, 40]) one obtains a second obstruction to local well-posedness, and the Lorentz-critical regularity
is given by pd` 5q{4. The local well-posedness of (1) in Sobolev spaces for
s ą sd :“ max
ˆ
d
2
,
d` 5
4
˙
was proven by Ponce-Sideris [36], Zhou [44], and Tataru [41]. In contrast, the ill-posedness for s ď sd
was proven by Lindblad [30, 31] for certain derivative nonlinear wave equations. In particular, a minor
modification of the example on [30, p. 511] applies to (1) in dimension d “ 3. We remark that the gap
between the scaling-critical regularity and the well-posedness theory can be closed in Fourier-Lebesque
spaces, see [23, 24, 25].
The purpose of this paper is to understand whether the ill-posedness in low regularity spaces is witnessed
by generic or only exceptional sets of initial data. This leads us to consider the Cauchy problem (1) for
random initial data pfω0 , fω1 q P HspRdqˆHs´1pRdq. After pioneering work by Bourgain [5, 6] on nonlinear
MSC2010 : 35L05, 35L15, 35L71.
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Schro¨dinger equations and more recent work by Burq-Tzvetkov [11, 12] on nonlinear wave equations, the
study of dispersive PDE with random initial data has seen an enormous growth of interest. We mention
only some additional references in the context of nonlinear wave equations [8, 10, 13, 18, 20, 21, 32, 33,
34, 35]. We also refer the reader to the survey paper [3] for a summary and further relevant references.
In this paper, we construct the random initial data using the Wiener randomization [1, 32]. For this, let
f P L2pRdq be arbitrary but fixed. Let ϕ : Rd Ñ r0, 1s be a smooth and compactly supported function
such that the translates tϕp¨ ´ kq : k P Zdu form a partition of unity. Then, the Wiener decomposition of
f is given in frequency space by pfpξq “ ÿ
kPZd
ϕpξ ´ kq pfpξq . (2)
The Wiener randomization is now defined by randomizing the coefficients in (2). Let pΩ,F ,Pq be a
probability space and let tgkpωq : k P Zdu be a family of independent standard complex Gaussians. Then,
we define xfωpξq “ ÿ
kPZd
gkpωqϕpξ ´ kq pfpξq . (3)
Thus, fω is a random linear combination of functions that are frequency localized on cubes of scale „ 1.
The Gaussians may also be replaced by any family of independent uniformly sub-Gaussian random vari-
ables. Furthermore, if ϕpξq “ ϕp´ξq and f is real-valued, one can condition on the event that gk “ g´k
for all k P Zd to obtain real-valued functions fω.
The first probabilistic result on wave equations with a quadratic derivative nonlinearity was recently
obtained in [14]. The authors proved the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1 ([14, Theorem 2.1 and Remark 2.3]).
Let pf0, f1q P H1pR2q ˆ L2pR2q and let pfω0 , fω1 q be as in (3). Let Fωptq “ W ptqpfω0 , fω1 q be the solution
to the linear wave equation with initial data pfω0 , fω1 q. Furthermore, let upjq be the j-th Picard iterate,
which is given by
up0qptq :“ Fωptq ,
upjqptq :“ Fωptq `
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| |∇u
pj´1q|2dt1 @j ě 1 .
For any sufficiently small T ą 0, we have for almost every ω P Ω that
pupjq, Btupjqq P
`
C0t
9H1x ˆC0t L2x
˘pr0, T s ˆR2q @j ě 1 .
Remark 1.2.
In fact, the theorem in [14] is slightly more general, and holds for any dimension d “ 2, 3, 4 and any
quadratic derivative nonlinearity. Furthermore, the randomization in [14] uses random signs instead of
Gaussians.
The randomness in Theorem 1.1 is essential. For deterministic data, the statement of the theorem may
even fail for the first iterate up1q, see [22, 43]. The bounds in [14] on the size of upjq, however, are not
uniform in j ě 0, and are not sufficient to conclude the existence of a solution. In fact, proving the
existence of solutions for random initial data is mentioned as an open problem on [14, p.3].
The main theorem of this paper solves this problem (in three dimensions) for certain Lorentz super-critical
regularities s ă 2 “ s3.
Theorem 1.3 (Main theorem).
Assume that pf0, f1q P HsxpR3q ˆ Hs´1x pR3q, where s ě 1.984. In addition, let 0 ă T0 ! 1 and σ “ 1.1.
Then, there exists a random function u and random times 0 ă T pωq ď T0 such that
u P `L2ωC0tHsx Ş L2ωL2tW σ,8x ˘pΩˆ r0, T0s ˆ R3q ,
Btu P
`
L2ωC
0
tH
s´1
x
˘pΩˆ r0, T0s ˆR3q , (4)
2
and such that for almost every ω P Ω it holds that
uptq “W ptqpfω0 , fω1 q `
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| |∇upt
1q|2dt1 @t P r0, T pωqs . (5)
Remark 1.4.
A minor modification of the arguments should lead to a similar result in dimension d “ 2. We expect the
restriction s ě 1.7281 in HsxpR2q ˆ Hs´1x pR2q, which lies below the Lorentz critical regularity s “ 1.75.
In contrast, the extension to high-dimensions d ě 4 may be more difficult, and likely involves Xs,b-type
spaces [4]. The techniques of this paper may also apply to nonlinear wave equations with null-forms [27],
but we have not pursued this direction yet.
In the following we sketch the main ideas behind the proof of Theorem 1.3. We first describe why a
common combination of Bourgain’s trick [6], which is related to the Da Prato-Debussche trick [15], and
nonlinear smoothing estimates cannot be applied to (1). As above, let Fωptq be the solution to the linear
wave equation with initial data pfω0 , fω1 q. Then, we decompose the solution as uptq “ Fωptq ` wptq, and
obtain the equation#
´Bttw `∆w “ |∇w|2 ` 2∇w ¨∇Fω ` |∇Fω|2 for pt, xq P R1`d
w|t“0 “ 0, Btw|t“0 “ 0
. (6)
Following Bourgain’s work [6], one can try to construct a solution wptq of (6) through a contraction
mapping argument at a sub-critical regularity ν ą sd. In addition to probabilistic Strichartz estimates for
Fωptq, this requires a (probabilistic) nonlinear smoothing estimates for wptq. For example, in the case of
the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation, this can be proven using either bilinear Strichartz estimates [1, 2, 6, 9]
or local smoothing estimates [21]. However, the equation (6) does not exhibit nonlinear smoothing. To
see this, we examine the low-high interaction term ∇P1F ptq ¨ ∇P"1F ptq. Heuristically, we have for any
ν ą sd ą s that
|∇|ν
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| ∇P1F
ω ¨∇P"1Fωdt1 »
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q ∇P1Fω ¨ |∇|ν´1∇P"1Fωdt1
Thus, the linear evolution Fωptq is attacked by more than s derivatives. Since the Duhamel integral does
not increase the spatial regularity, and the bilinear Strichartz estimates for the wave equation do not gain
spatial derivatives, we cannot show a nonlinear smoothing estimate for this term. In fact, by choosing the
initial data to be frequency localized on two cubes of scale „ 1, one at distance „ 1 and one at distance
„ N " 1 from the origin, we see that this term may have the same spatial regularity as the initial data.
We remark, however, that there are bilinear estimates which gain derivatives in null directions, see e.g.
[16, 22, 28], and the references therein.
In the above heuristic, we have seen that the low-high interactions form the main obstacle towards the
well-posedness of (6) at a regularity ν ą sd. In other dispersive equations, such as the Benjamin-Ono
equation, the low-high interactions can be removed by using a gauge transformation [39]. We refer to
[19] for the (difficult) implementation of this idea in a probabilistic setting. Unfortunately, (6) does not
appear to have such a gauge transformation. Instead, we remove the low-high interactions by viewing
them as part of the linear evolution for the high-frequency data. To make this precise, we first need to
introduce an iterative method. For n ě 0 and N “ 2n, we set
Q1f
ωpxq :“ g0pωqP0fpxq and QNfωpxq :“
ÿ
N{2ď}k}2ăN
gkpωqPkfpxq, where N ě 2 .
We remark that the family of random functions tQNfuNě1 is jointly independent, which is essential for
the argument. Furthermore, we define
QďNf
ωpxq :“
ÿ
MďN
QMf
ωpxq .
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Since the frequency-truncated initial data is smooth, there exists a solution un of#
´Bttun `∆un “ |∇un|2
un|t“0 “ QďNfω0 , Btun|t“0 “ QďNfω1 .
(7)
Our goal is to prove the convergence of un in the low regularity space C
0
tH
s
x, and define the solution u as
the limit of the sequence un. First, we define the increment vn by writing un “ un´1 ` vn. To simplify
the notation, we use the convention u´1 “ 0. Then, the equation for vn reads#
´Bttvn `∆vn “ |∇vn|2 ` 2∇un´1 ¨∇vn
vn|t“0 “ QNfω0 , Btvn|t“0 “ QNfω1 .
(8)
To control vn uniformly in n ě 0, it is necessary to decompose it into a rough, linear component and a
smooth, nonlinear component. For a fixed parameter γ P p0, 1q, we define the adapted linear evolution
Fωn as the solution to #
´BttFωn `∆Fωn “ 2∇PďNγun´1 ¨∇Fωn
Fωn |t“0 “ QNfω0 , BtFωn |t“0 “ QNfω1 .
(9)
As a consequence, the equation for the nonlinear component wn “ vn ´ Fωn is given by#
´Bttwn `∆wn “ |∇Fωn `∇wn|2 ` 2∇un´1∇wn ` 2∇PąNγun´1 ¨∇Fωn ,
wn|t“0 “ 0 , Btwn|t“0 “ 0 .
(10)
To obtain the lowest regularity s, we will later choose γ “ 0.88, see (64). Therefore, the inhomogeneous
term ∇PąNγun´1 ¨∇Fωn in (10) is essentially a high-high interaction. We can then hope to control wn at
a higher regularity than Fωn .
After this description of our iteration scheme and decomposition, we now mention the remaining difficul-
ties in the implementation. Even though (9) is linear in Fωn , it is highly nonlinear in the random variables
tgk : }k}2 ă N{2u. The resulting difficulties on the probabilistic side of the argument can be solved us-
ing the truncation method of de Bouard and Debussche [17]. In order to prove probabilistic Strichartz
estimates for Fωn , one needs to control the effect of the variable-coefficient term ∇PďNγun´1∇F
ω
n on
the frequency support of Fωn . For this, we rely on refined Strichartz estimates and re-centered Besov-
type spaces. Finally, we control the nonlinear component wn. To handle the low-high interaction term
∇P1w ¨∇Fωn , we place wn in the space of frequency-localized functions YνN , which is defined in (20).
Remark 1.5.
In the end of this introduction, we now mention a related method of Bourgain. In [7], Bourgain proves
the invariance of the Gibbs measure for a certain Gross-Pitaevski equation. To this end, he examines the
Cauchy problem #
iBtu`∆u` pV ˚ |u|2qu “ 0, pt, xq P Rˆ T3
u|t“0 “ φω.
(11)
The interaction potential V satisfies |pV pkq| À xky´β, where β ą 2, and pV p0q “ 0 (after a renormalization).
The random data is given by φω “ řkPZ3 gkpωqxky´1eikx, and hence corresponds to a typical sample of the
Gibbs measure. The method of [7] combines a quasi-linear iteration scheme (cf. [7, (3.8)]) with a detailed
analysis of a power series expansion (cf. [7, (3.41)]). It also has some similarities with the method of this
paper, see e.g. Proposition 4.1 and [7, (5.6)]. In contrast to the derivative nonlinear wave equation (1),
however, the Gross-Pitaevski equation (11) exhibits a nonlinear smoothing effect. In fact, even though
φω only has Sobolev-regularity s “ ´1{2´, one can show thatż t
0
eit
1∆pV ˚ |eit1∆φω|2qeit1∆φω dt1 P H0´x pT3q a.s.
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The high-high interactions will experience smoothing through the potential V , while the low-high inter-
actions experience smoothing through a bilinear dispersive effect.
Due to the nonlinear smoothing effect in (11), it is unclear to the author whether Bourgain’s method can
be extended to (1), and we leave this question for future research. Conversely, it would be interesting to
know if modern methods can improve the condition β ą 2 on the interaction potential V .
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2 Notation and Preliminaries
In this section, we will provide the necessary notation and preliminaries for the rest of the paper. In
Section 2.1, we construct spaces of frequency-localized functions. In Section 2.2, we recall the Strichartz
estimates for the wave equation. In particular, we describe the refinement of Klainerman and Tataru [29].
2.1 Function Spaces
For any function f P L1pRdq, we define its Fourier transform pf by
pfpξq :“ 1
p2πq d2
ż
Rd
expp´ix ¨ ξqfpxqdx .
Let ϕ : Rd Ñ R be a smooth, compactly supported function s.t. ϕ|Bp0,1q ” 1 and ϕ|RdzBp0,2q ” 0. We set
ψ1pξq “ ϕpξq and ψM pξq :“ ϕpξ{Mq´ϕp2ξ{Mq, M ě 2. For any dyadic M ě 1, we define the re-centered
Littlewood-Paley operators by {PM ;kfpξq :“ ψM pξ ´ kq pfpξq
The standard Littlewood-Paley projections PM are given by PM ;0. We also use the fattened Littlewood-
Paley projections rPM , which are defined using multipliers rψM with slightly larger support.
The following function spaces are partly motivated by the frequency envelopes in [38, 39]. We first define
two weight functions c : 2N Ñ R`. Let N ě 1 be a fixed dyadic integer and let D ą 0 be arbitrary.
To capture functions that are localized at frequencies „ N , we set
cN,DpMq :“ max
ˆ
N
M
,
M
N
˙D
. (12)
In addition, to capture functions localized at frequencies À N , we set
cďN,DpMq :“ max
ˆ
1,
M
N
˙D
. (13)
Next, let u : R1`3 Ñ R be a function on space-time. We define frequency localized versions of the L8t L2x-
norm by
}u}XN;Dpr0,T sq :“
ÿ
Mě1
cN,DpMq}PMu}L8t L2xpr0,T sˆR3q , (14)
}u}XďN;Dpr0,T sq :“
ÿ
Mě1
cďN,DpMq}PMu}L8t L2xpr0,T sˆR3q . (15)
Similarly, we define frequency localized versions of the Strichartz-type L2tL
8
x -norm by
}u}SN;Dpr0,T sq :“
ÿ
Mě1
cN,DpMq}PMu}L2tL8x pr0,T sˆR3q , (16)
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}u}SďN;Dpr0,T sq :“
ÿ
Mě1
cďN,DpMq}PMu}L2tL8x pr0,T sˆR3q . (17)
The function spaces corresponding to the norms above are given by
XN ;Dpr0, T sq :“ tu P C0t L2xpr0, T s ˆ R3q : }u}XN;Dpr0,T sq ă 8u ,
XďN ;Dpr0, T sq :“ tu P C0t L2xpr0, T s ˆ R3q : }u}XďN;Dpr0,T sq ă 8u ,
SN ;Dpr0, T sq :“ tu P L2tL8x pr0, T s ˆ R3q : }u}SN;Dpr0,T sq ă 8u ,
SďN ;Dpr0, T sq :“ tu P L2tL8x pr0, T s ˆ R3q : }u}SďN;Dpr0,T sq ă 8u .
(18)
Note that the XN ;Dpr0, T sq and XďN ;Dpr0, T sq-spaces only contain functions in C0t L2xpr0, T s ˆ R3q. We
now record some basic properties of these spaces.
Lemma 2.1.
Let N ě 1 be a fixed dyadic integer and let D ą 0 be arbitrary. Then, the spaces XN ;Dpr0, T sq,
XďN ;Dpr0, T sq, SN ;Dpr0, T sq, and SďN ;Dpr0, T sq equipped with their corresponding norms are complete.
Furthermore, for each u P XN ;Dpr0, T sq, the mapping
t P r0, T s ÞÑ }u}XN;Dpr0,tsq (19)
is continuous. An analogous continuity statement also holds for the other function spaces.
The continuity of (19) is important in the proof of Proposition 5.1, which uses a contraction mapping
argument.
Proof. The completeness follows from standard arguments in real analysis, and the proof is omitted.
It remains to show the continuity statement (19). Since w P C0t L2xpr0, T sˆR3q, each individual summand
t ÞÑ }PMu}L8t L2xpr0,T sˆR3q is continuous. Since }u}XN;Dpr0,tsq is a uniform limit of the partial sums inM ě 1,
the result follows.
Equipped with the functions spaces above, we are now ready to define the function space YνN for the
solution wn of (10). For given parameters ν ą 2, σ “ ν ´ 1´, and η,D ą 0, we set
Y
ν
N pr0, T sq :“ tu : r0, T s ˆ R3 Ñ R| x∇yνu, x∇yν´1Btu P pXN ;η
Ş
XďN ;Dqpr0, T sq,
and x∇yσu P pSN ;η Ş SďN ;Dqpr0, T squ . (20)
The corresponding norm is defined by
}u}Yν
N
pr0,T sq : “ }x∇yνu}pXN;η ŞXďN;Dqpr0,T sq ` }x∇yν´1Btu}pXN;η ŞXďN;Dqpr0,T sq
` }x∇yσu}pSN;η Ş SďN;Dqpr0,T sq .
The main regularity parameter is ν ą 2, and it describes the number of derivatives of wn that are
controlled in the L8t L
2
x-type norm. The value of σ is then determined by the deterministic Strichartz
estimates. Finally, the parameters η ą 0 and D ą 0 describe the localization to frequencies „ N and
À N , respectively. Due to high-high to low frequency interactions in the quadratic term |∇wn|2, we have
to choose η ă ν ´ 1. In contrast, there is essentially no transfer from low to high frequencies over short
time intervals, and hence D ą 0 can be chosen arbitrarily large.
The (nearly) optimal choice of the parameters leads to ν “ 2.1001, see (64). This may seem surprising,
since this is an absolute amount above the Lorentz critical regularity s3 “ 2. The additional regularity is
used to control the effect of the variable-coefficient term ∇PďNγun´1 ¨∇Fωn on the frequency support of
the randomized initial data, see Proposition 4.1.
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Recall that the atoms in the Wiener randomizaton are localized in frequency space to cubes of scale „ 1.
To take advantage of this, we introduce the following Besov-type spaces. Let γ P p0, 1q and k P Z3 with
}k}2 „ N . We define the weight function
c
ρ,γ
k,DpMq :“Mρmax
ˆ
1,
M
Nγ
˙D
. (21)
Using this weight function, we set
}f}Bρ,γ
k,D
:“
ÿ
Mě1
c
ρ,γ
k,DpMq}PM ;kf}L2xpR3q and B
ρ,γ
k,D :“ tf P L2xpR3q : }f}Bρ,γk,D ă 8u .
2.2 Strichartz Estimates
First, we state a local Strichartz estimate in the form needed for this paper.
Lemma 2.2 (Strichartz Estimate).
Let ν ą 2 and let σ “ ν ´ 1´ δ, where δ ą 0 is small. Let 0 ă T ď 1 and let u be a solution of#
´Bttu`∆u “ F for pt, xq P r0, T s ˆ R3
u|t“0 “ f0, Btu|t“0 “ f1
. (22)
Then, we have that
}u}C0tHνx pr0,T sˆR3q ` }Btu}C0tHν´1x pr0,T sˆR3q ` }x∇y
σu}L2tL8x pr0,T sˆR3q
Àν,σ }f0}Hνx pR3q ` }f1}Hν´1x pR3q ` }x∇y
ν´1F }L1tL2xpr0,T sˆR3q .
In particular, u P C0tHνx pr0, T s ˆ R3q and Btu P C0tHν´1x pr0, T s ˆ R3q.
Proof. This lemma follows directly from the (global) Strichartz estimates in [26]. In order to deal with
the inhomogeneous norms, we also use that›››sinpt|∇|q|∇| ›››Hν´1x pR3qÑHνx pR3q ď maxp1, |t|q “ 1 .
The local estimate with an ǫ-loss at the endpoint p2,8q follows from Ho¨lder’s inequality, Bernstein’s
estimate, and [26, Corollary 1.3] with pq, pq “ p2`,8´q.
In the following, we recall a refined Strichartz estimate from [29]. This estimate has already been used in
the context of the Wiener randomization in [20].
Lemma 2.3 (Refined Strichartz Estimate [29]).
Assume that k P Z3 with }k}2 „ N , and let 1 ď M ! N . Furthermore, let pq, pq be a sharp wave-
admissible Strichartz pair, i.e., 2 ď q, p ă 8 and
1
q
` 1
r
“ 1
2
.
Then, it holds for all T ą 0 that››› ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| PM ;kFdt
1
›››
L
q
tL
p
xpr0,T sˆR3q
À
´M
N
¯ 1
2
´ 1
p
N´1N
3
2
´ 1
q
´ 3
p }F }L1tL2xpr0,T sˆR3q .
The refined Strichartz estimate exhibits a gain in M{N . Since the projection onto small balls at a large
distance from the origin essentially rules out the Knapp counterexamples, this is to be expected.
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3 The truncated equations
Recall from the introduction that un, F
ω
n , and wn are supposed to solve (7), (9), and (10). However,
we cannot directly work with the weak formulation of these equations. The problem is unrelated to any
estimates in the deterministic part of the argument, and comes only from the moments with respect to
ω P Ω. Let us describe the problem by examining (10), which determines the nonlinear component wn.
Since there is no gain of integrability in ω, the quadratic term |∇wn|2 prevents us from using a contraction
mapping argument in LrωL
q
tL
p
x-type spaces. Nevertheless, by arguing pointwise in ω, one could construct
a solution wn of (10) on a random time interval r0, Tnpωqs. Unfortunately, Tnpωq would also depend
on the nonlinear solution un´1. Since the nonlinear solution un´1 depends in a complicated fashion on
the random variables, it would then be difficult to control Tnpωq pointwise in ω as n Ñ 8. Using the
truncation method of de Bouard and Debussche [17], we can circumvent this problem. The main idea is
to truncate the nonlinearity of (10), and then work on a fixed deterministic time interval. Due to the
truncation, we can use a contraction mapping argument in LrωL
q
tL
p
x-type spaces, and also obtain much
simpler nonlinear estimates. After all iterates have been constructed, one can remove the truncation by
restricting to a small random time interval.
Let us also briefly explain why the truncation method is absent from previous work on random dispersive
equations. In previous methods, the construction of rough objects, such as Fωn , does not depend on the
solution to a nonlinear equation. As a result, they only require a single contraction mapping argument,
and it suffices to work on a single random time interval r0, T pωqs. We also refer the reader to [3, Remark
3.5 and 3.7], which explain the underlying separation between probabilistic and analytic arguments.
After this motivation, we now describe the truncation method of de Bouard and Debussche [17]. Let
θ : Rě0 Ñ r0, 1s be a smooth function s.t. θ|r0,1s “ 1 and θ|r2,8q “ 0. We want to define the truncated
solutions un,θ, F
ω
n,θ, and wn,θ. To simplify the notation, we write M “ 2m and N “ 2n. We first define
the cutoff functions
θF,w;ďn´1psq :“ θ
˜
n´1ÿ
m“0
´
}x∇yσ1Fωm,θ}SďM;D1pr0,ssq ` }x∇yσwm,θ}SďM;Dpr0,ssq ` }x∇yνwm,θ}XďM;Dpr0,ssq
¯¸
,
θF ;npsq :“ θ
´
}x∇yσ1Fωn,θ}SN;D1pr0,ssq
¯
,
θw;npsq :“ θ
´
}x∇yσwn,θ}SďN;Dpr0,ssq ` }x∇yνwn,θ}XďN;Dpr0,ssq
¯
. (23)
Let Fωďn´1,θ :“
řn´1
m“0 F
ω
m,θ and wďn´1,θ :“
řn´1
m“0 wm,θ. For future use, we remark that
}x∇yσ1Fωďn´1,θ}SďN;D1 “ }
n´1ÿ
m“0
x∇yσ1Fωm,θ}SďN;D1 ď
n´1ÿ
m“0
}x∇yσ1Fωm,θ}SďN;D1 ď
n´1ÿ
m“0
}x∇yσ1Fωm,θ}SďM;D1 ,
}x∇yσwďn´1,θ}SďN;D “ }
n´1ÿ
m“0
x∇yσwm,θ}SďN;D ď
n´1ÿ
m“0
}x∇yσwm,θ}SďN;D ď
n´1ÿ
m“0
}x∇yσwm,θ}SďM;D .
(24)
Then, we let Fωn,θ be a solution of the truncated equation
Fωn,θptq “W ptqpQNfω0 , QNfω1 q ` 2
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| θF,w;ďn´1psqPďNγ∇un´1,θpt
1q∇Fωn,θpt1qdt1 . (25)
In Section 4, it will be useful to decompose Fωn,θ into a superposition of the solutions corresponding to
each individual individual pair pP1;kf0, P1;kf1q. Thus, we define Fn,k,θ as the solution of
Fn,k,θptq “W ptqpP1;kf0, P1;kf1q ` 2
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| θF,w;ďn´1pt
1qPďNγ∇un´1,θpt1q∇Fn,k,θpt1qdt1 . (26)
The nonlinear component wn,θptq is defined as the solution of
wn,θptq “
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| θF ;npt
1q|∇Fωn,θ|2dt1 ` 2
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| θF ;npt
1q∇Fωn,θ∇wn,θdt1
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`
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| θw;npt
1q|∇wn,θ|2dt1 ` 2
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| θF,w;ďn´1pt
1q∇un´1,θ∇wn,θdt1 (27)
` 2
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| θF,w;ďn´1pt
1q∇PąNγ∇un´1,θ∇Fωn,θdt1 .
Finally, we define un,θ through the recursion
un,θ “ un´1,θ ` Fωn,ω ` wn,θ . (28)
Since the truncations in (25) and (27) depend on n, the function un,θ no longer solves a (simple) differential
equation. Once we remove the truncations, however, we will still obtain a solution of (7) on a random
time interval.
Remark 3.1.
In this section, we have carefully distinguished between the solutions of the actual and truncated dif-
ferential equations. To simplify the notation, however, we will now drop the subscript θ. Unless stated
otherwise, the functions Fωn , wn, and un are determined by (25), (27), and (28).
4 The adapted linear evolution F ωn
In this section, we study the adapted linear evolution Fωn . Our main objective is to understand the
frequency localization of the functions Fn,k and F
ω
n , which we then use to prove probabilistic Strichartz
estimates. In order to avoid continually interrupting the main argument, we deal with any issues of
(strong) measurability in the appendix.
Proposition 4.1 (Frequency profile of the adapted linear evolution).
Let pf0, f1q P H1x ˆ L2x. Let k P Z3 with }k}2 „ N , let σ ą 1, let ρ :“ σ ´ 1 ´ δ ą 0, and let D2 ą 0 be
arbitrarily large. Assume that φ : R1`3 Ñ R has frequency support in the ball }ξ}2 À Nγ and satisfies
x∇yσφ P L1tL8x pRˆ R3q. Furthermore, let Fk be the solution of
´ BttFk `∆Fk “ 2 ∇φ ¨∇Fk , pFk, BtFkq|t“0 “ pP1;kf0, P1;kf1q . (29)
Then, we have for all 0 ă T ď 1 that
}∇Fk}L8t Bρ,γk,D2pr0,T sˆR3q ` }BtFk}L8t Bρ,γk,D2pr0,T sˆR3q ` }Fk}L8t Bρ,γk,D2pr0,T sˆR3q
Àσ,ρ,γ,D1 }pP1;kf0, P1;kf1q}H1ˆL2 exppCσ,ρ,γ,D1}x∇yσφ}L1tL8x pr0,T sˆR3qq .
Proof. Let c “ cρ,γk,D2 be as in (21) and let ∇x,t be the gradient with respect to both variables. Then, we
have that
}∇x,tFk}L8t Bρ,γk,D2 “ }cpMq∇x,tPM ;kFk}L8t ℓ1ML2x ď }cpMq∇x,tPM ;kFk}ℓ1ML8t L2x . (30)
Thus, we have to control }∇x,tPM ;kFk}L8t L2x . From Duhamels formula, it follows that
}PM ;k∇x,tFk}L8t L2xpr0,T sˆR3q
À }PM ;k∇x,tW ptqpP1;kf0, P1;kf1q}L8t L2xpr0,T sˆR3q ` }PM ;k p∇Fk ¨∇φq }L1tL2xpr0,T sˆR3q
À 1Mď4}pP1;kf0, P1;kf1q} 9H1ˆL2 ` }PM ;k p∇Fk ¨∇φq }L1tL2xpr0,T sˆR3q
Then, we estimate
}PM ;k p∇φ ¨∇Fkq }L1tL2xpr0,T sˆR3q
À
››› ÿ
K!M
ÿ
L„M
}∇PLφ ¨∇PK;kFk}L2x `
ÿ
K„M
}∇φ ¨∇PK;kFk}L2x `
ÿ
K„L"M
}∇PLφ ¨∇PK;kFk}L2x
›››
L1t pr0,T sq
9
À 1MÀNγM1´σp sup
K!M
cpKq´1q
›››}x∇yσφ}L8x }∇Fk}Bρ,γ
k,D2
›››
L1t pr0,T sq
`
›››}x∇yσφ}L8x ÿ
K„M
}∇PK;kFk}L2x
›››
L1t pr0,T sq
` 1MÀNγ sup
K"M
pK1´σcpKq´1q
›››}x∇yσφ}L8x }∇Fk}Bρ,γ
k,D2
›››
L1t pr0,T sq
By multiplying with cpMq, summing in M , and interchanging ℓ1M and L1t in the second contribution, we
obtain that
}∇Fk}L8t Bρ,γk,D2pr0,T sq ` }BtFk}L8t Bρ,γk,D2pr0,T sq
À
´
1`
ÿ
MÀNγ
M1´σcpMq sup
KÀM
cpKq´1 `
ÿ
MÀNγ
cpMq sup
K"M
K1´σcpKq´1
¯›››}x∇yσφ}L8x }∇Fk}Bρ,γ
k,D2
›››
L1t pr0,T sq
À
´
1`
ÿ
MÀNγ
M1´σ`ρ `
ÿ
MÀNγ
M1´σ
¯›››}x∇yσφ}L8x }∇Fk}Bρ,γ
k,D2
›››
L1t pr0,T sq
À
›››}x∇yσφ}L8x }∇Fk}Bρ,γ
k,D2
›››
L1t pr0,T sq
.
The proposition then follows from Gronwall’s inequality. For the inhomogeneous term, we also use the
fundamental theorem of calculus.
We remark that the definition of cpMq for M Á Nγ does not enter in a significant way. The weight only
needs to grow in M and satisfy a local constancy condition.
Corollary 4.2.
Under the same conditions as in Proposition 4.1, we have that
}∇Fn,k}ℓ2
k
L8t B
ρ,γ
k,D2
` }BtFn,k}ℓ2
k
L8t B
ρ,γ
k,D2
` }Fn,k}ℓ2
k
L8t B
ρ,γ
k,D2
À }p rPNf0, rPNf1q}H1ˆL2 exppCσ,ρ,γ,D}x∇yσφ}L1tL8x pr0,T sˆR3qq .
Proof. This follows directly from Proposition 4.1 and
}pP1;kf0, P1;kf1q}ℓ2
}k}2„N
p 9H1xˆL
2
xq
À }p rPNf0, rPNf1q} 9H1ˆL2 .
Before we move on to the probabilistic Strichartz estimate, we also record the following estimate for Fωn .
Corollary 4.3 (Frequency localization of Fωn ).
Let Fωn be a solution of (25), let s ě 1, and let D1 ą 0. Then, we have that
}x∇ysFωn }XN;D1pr0,1sq ` }x∇ys´1BtFωn }XN;D1pr0,1sq À }pQNfω0 , QNfω1 q}HsxˆHs´1x . (31)
Corollary 4.3 is a direct consequence of the work of Geba and Tataru, see [42, Proposition 3.1]. Since
the principal symbol of (25) has constant coefficients, we present a simpler and self-contained argument.
We remark that the L8t -norm prevents us from using Khintchine’s inequality, since this would lead to an
N ǫ-loss, see [10, Remark 3.8].
Proof. The proof relies on the energy method and Proposition 4.1. First, we prove the energy estimate
}∇Fωn }L8t L2x ` }BtFωn }L8t L2x À }pQNfω0 , QNfω1 q} 9H1xˆL2x . (32)
Let φptq :“ θF,w;ďn´1ptqPďNγun´1ptq. Then, we have that
d
dt
1
2
ż
R3
|∇Fωn |2 ` pBtFωn q2dx “ ´2
ż
R3
BtFωn ∇φ ¨∇Fωn dx ď }∇φ}L8x
ż
R3
|∇Fωn |2 ` pBtFωn q2dx .
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The energy estimate (32) then follows from the definition of θF,w;ďn´1 and Gronwall’s inequality. We now
turn to the proof of (31). For this, it suffices to show that
cN,D1pMq
`
M s´1}x∇yPMFωn }L8t L2x `M s´1}BtPMFωn }L8t L2x
˘ À N s´1}pQNfω0 , QNfω1 q}H1xˆL2x . (33)
If M „ N , then (33) follows from (32). If M  N , then }k}2 „ N implies that
}PMx∇yFn,k}L8t L2x ` }PMBtFωn }L8t L2x
À
ˆ
maxpN,Mq
Nγ
˙´D2 ´
}x∇yFn,k}L8t Bρ,γk,D2pr0,T sˆR3q ` }BtFn,k}L8t Bρ,γk,D2pr0,T sˆR3q
¯
By choosing D2 ą 0 large enough, it follows from Proposition 4.1 that
}PMx∇yFωn }L8t L2x ` }PMBtFωn }L8t L2x
ď
ÿ
N{2ď}k}2ăN
|gk|
´
}PMx∇yFn,k}L8t L2x ` }PMBtFn,k}L8t L2x
¯
À pMNq´4D1
ÿ
N{2ď}k}2ăN
|gk|
`}x∇yFn,k}L8t Bρ,γk,D2 pr0,T sˆR3q ` }BtFn,k}L8t Bρ,γk,D2 pr0,T sˆR3q˘
À pMNq´4D1
ÿ
N{2ď}k}2ăN
|gk|}pP1;kf0, P1;kf1q}H1xˆL2x
À pMNq´4D1N 32
´ ÿ
N{2ď}k}2ăN
|gk|2}pP1;kf0, P1;kf1q}2H1xˆL2x
¯ 1
2
À pMNq´2D1}pQNfω0 , QNfω1 q}H1xˆL2x .
This estimate is stronger than (33), and it completes the proof.
Proposition 4.4 (Probabilistic Strichartz Estimates).
Let Fωn be a solution of (25), let s ą 1, σ1 ą σ ą 1, and let D1 ą 0. Let δ ą 0 be as in Proposition 4.1.
Furthermore, we assume that
σ ă 3
2
. (34)
Then, it holds for all 0 ă T ď 1 and all r ě 1 that
}x∇yσ1Fωn }LrωSN;D1pΩˆr0,T sq
À ?rT 12N2δ}p rPNf0, rPNf1q}Hσ1x pR3qˆHσ1´1x pR3q
`?rT 12Nσ1´s`1´γpσ´1q´ 12 p1´γq`2δ}p rPNf0, rPNf1q}HsxpR3qˆHs´1x pR3q
(35)
Remark 4.5.
The power on N in the estimate above can be motivated by writing
Nσ
1´s`1´γpσ´1q´ 1
2
p1´γq “ Nσ1´slomon
difference of
derivatives
¨ N1lomon
deterministic
Strichartz
¨ N´γpσ´1qloooomoooon
gain frequency
localization
¨N´ 12 p1´γqloooomoooon
gain refined
Strichartz
.
The nearly optimal choice of the parameters leads to σ1 “ 1.13205, see (64). From (64), we also have that
σ “ ν ´ 1´ “ 1.1001´, and thus the random evolution Fωn has a higher number of derivatives bounded
in L2tL
8
x than wn.
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Proof of Proposition 4.4: Let pq, pq “ p2`,8´q be a sharp wave-admissible Strichartz pair. During this
proof, it is convenient to define
}u}Sq,p
N;D1
pr0,T sq :“
ÿ
Mě1
cN,D1pMq }PMu}LqtLpxpr0,T sˆR3q .
We separate the proof in three steps:
Step 1: Estimate for the individual Fn,k.
Since Fωn is a random linear combination of the Fn,k, we need to control their Strichartz-type norms. To
this end, let Fk be a solution of (29) and assume that φ has frequency support inside the ball }ξ}2 ď Nγ .
We prove that for any D1 ą 0 there exists a D2 ą 0 s.t.
}x∇yσ1Fk}Sq,p
N;D1
pr0,T sq À T
1
q }pP1;kf0, P1;kf1q}Hσ1x ˆHσ1´1x
`Nσ1´γpσ´1q´ 12 p1´γq`δ}x∇yσφ}L1tL8x pr0,T sˆR3q}∇Fk}L8t Bρ,γk,D2 pr0,T sq .
(36)
Using Ho¨lder’s inequality and Bernstein’s estimate, we have that
}x∇yσ1PMW ptqpP1;kf0, P1;kf1q}LqtLpx À T
1
q 1M„N}pP1;kf0, P1;kf1q}Hσ1x ˆHσ1´1x .
This leads to the first summand on the right-hand side of (36). Next, we control the Duhamel term. By
using a Littlewood-Paley decomposition, we obtain that
}x∇yσ1PM
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| ∇φ ¨∇Fkdt
1}LqtLpx
À
ÿ
LďNγ
ÿ
K!N
}x∇yσ1PM
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| ∇PLφ ¨∇PK;kFkdt
1}LqtLpx
`
ÿ
KÁN
}x∇yσ1PM
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| ∇φ ¨∇PK;kFkdt
1}LqtLpx .
We first control the contribution of the main term K ! N . Using the refined Strichartz estimates (Lemma
2.3), it holds that
ÿ
LďNγ
ÿ
K!N
}x∇yσ1PM
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| ∇PLφ ¨∇PK;kFkdt
1}LqtLpx
ÀMσ1
ÿ
LďNγ
ÿ
K!N
ˆ
maxpL,Kq
N
˙ 1
2
´
}PM p∇PLφ ¨∇PK;kFkq}L1tL2x
À 1M„NMσ1
ÿ
LďNγ
ÿ
K!N
ˆ
maxpL,Kq
N
˙ 1
2
´
}∇PLφ}L1tL8x }∇PK;kFk}L8t L2x
À 1M„NNσ1´
1
2
`
ˆ ÿ
LďNγ
ÿ
K!N
maxpL,Kq 12L1´σK1´σ`δ max
´
1,
K
Nγ
¯´D2˙}x∇yσφ}L1tL8x }∇Fk}L8t Bρ,γk,D2
To complete the estimate for K ! N , it only remains to evaluate the sum in L and K. We have that
Nσ
1´ 1
2
`
ÿ
LďNγ
ÿ
K!N
L1´σK1´σ`δ
À Nσ1´ 12`
ÿ
L,KďNγ
L1´σK
3
2
´σ`δ `Nσ1´ 12`
ˆ ÿ
LďNγ
L1´σ
˙
¨
ˆ ÿ
NγďK!N
K
3
2
´σ`δ
ˆ
K
Nγ
˙´D2 ˙
12
À Nσ1´γp1´σq´ 12 p1´γq`δ .
We now control the contribution for K Á N . Since D2 can be chosen sufficiently large, it holds thatÿ
KÁN
}x∇yσ1PM
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| ∇φ ¨∇PK;kFkdt
1}LqtLpx
ÀMσ1
ÿ
KÁN
}PM p∇φ ¨∇PK;kF q}L1tL2x
ÀMσ1
ÿ
KÁmaxpN,Mq
}∇φ}L1tL8x }∇PK;kFk}L8t L2x
ÀMσ1
ˆ ÿ
KÁmaxpN,Mq
K1´σ`δ
ˆ
K
Nγ
˙´D2˙
}∇φ}L1tL8x }∇Fk}L8t Bρ,γk,D2
À pNMq´10pD1`1q}x∇yσφ}L1tL8x }∇Fk}L8t Bρ,γk,D2 .
This completes the proof of (36), which we now apply to the functions Fn,k. Due to the cutoff, σ
1 ą σ,
and (24), we have that
}x∇yσ pθF,w;ďn´1ptqun´1pt, xqq }L2tL8x pRˆR3q À 1 .
Thus, it follows from (36) and Proposition 4.1 that
}x∇yσ1Fn,k}Sq,p
N;D1
À T 1q }pP1;kf0, P1;kf1q}Hσ1x ˆHσ1´1x ` T
1
2Nσ
1´ 1
2
p1´γq`γp1´σq`δ`}∇Fn,k}L8t Bρ,γk,D2pr0,T sq
À T 1q }pP1;kf0, P1;kf1q}Hσ1x ˆHσ1´1x ` T
1
2Nσ
1´ 1
2
p1´γq`γp1´σq`δ`}pP1;kf0, P1;kf1q}H1xˆL2x
À T 1q }pP1;kf0, P1;kf1q}Hσ1x ˆHσ1´1x ` T
1
2Nσ
1´s`1´ 1
2
p1´γq`γp1´σq`δ`}pP1;kf0, P1;kf1q}HsxˆHs´1x
(37)
Step 2: Probabilistic Decoupling in S
q,p
N ;D1.
In this step, we use (37) to prove the analog of (35) in Sq,pN ;D1. More precisely, we prove that
}x∇yσ1Fωn }LrωSq,pN;D1 À
?
rT
1
q }p rPNf0, rPNf1q}Hσ1x pR3qˆHσ1´1x pR3q
`?rT 12Nσ1´s`1´ 12 p1´γq`γp1´σq`δ`}p rPNf0, rPNf1q}HsxpR3qˆHs´1x pR3q . (38)
We use a standard combination of Khintchine’s inequality and Minkowski’s integral inequality to extend
the estimate from Fn,k to F
ω
n , see e.g. [1, 33].
In the equations below, we let k P Z3 be in the annulus N{2 ď }k}2 ă N . Recall that the functions
Fn,k are measurable with respect to the sigma-algebra Fn´1 “ σpgl : }l}2 ă N{2q, and that the random
variables tgk : N{2 ď }k}2 ă Nu are independent of Fn´1. By conditioning on Fn´1, we obtain that
}x∇yσ1Fωn }LrωSq,pN;D1 “ E
”
E
”
}cN,D1pMq
ÿ
k
gkx∇yσ1PMFn,k}rℓ1
M
L
q
tL
p
x
ˇˇˇ
Fn´1
ıı 1
r
From Minkowski’s integral inequality and Khintchine’s inequality, we obtain for all r ě maxpq, pq that
E
”
E
”
}cN,D1pMq
ÿ
k
gkx∇yσ1PMFn,k}rℓ1
M
L
q
tL
p
x
ˇˇˇ
Fn´1
ıı 1
r
ď E
”›››E”ˇˇcN,D1pMqÿ
k
gkx∇yσ1PMFn,k
ˇˇr ˇˇˇ
Fn´1
ı 1
r
›››r
ℓ1
M
L
q
tL
p
x
ı 1
r
À ?rE
”
}cN,D1pMqx∇yσ1PMFn,k}rℓ1
M
L
q
tL
p
xℓ
2
k
ı 1
r
13
“ ?r}cN ;D1pMqx∇yσ1PMFn,k}Lrωℓ1MLqtLpxℓ2k
In order to use Minkowski’s integral inequality again, we need to move from ℓ1M to ℓ
2
M . Using (37) with
D1 ` 1 instead of D1, we may increase the weight from cN ;D1 to cN ;D1`1. Then, it follows that
?
r}cN ;D1pMqx∇yσ1PMFn,k}Lrωℓ1MLqtLpxℓ2k
À ?r}cN,D1`1pMqx∇yσ1PMFn,k}Lrωℓ2MLqtLpxℓ2k
À ?r}cN,D1`1pMqx∇yσ1PMFn,k}ℓ2
k
Lrωℓ
2
M
L
q
tL
p
x
À ?r}x∇yσ1Fn,k}ℓ2
k
LrωS
q,p
N;D1`1
À ?rT 1q }p rPNf0, rPNf1q}Hσ1x pR3qˆHσ1´1x pR3q
`?rT 12Nσ1´s`1´ 12 p1´γq`γp1´σq`δ`}p rPNf0, rPNf1q}HsxpR3qˆHs´1x pR3q .
The same estimate for 1 ď r ď maxpq, pq then follows by using Ho¨lder’s inequality in ω. This completes
the proof of (38).
Step 3: Moving from p2,8q to pq, pq.
Using Bernstein’s estimate, we have that
}x∇yσ1Fωn }SN;D1 ď
ÿ
Lě1
cN,D1pLq}x∇yσ1PLFωn }L2tL8x
À T 12´ 1q
ÿ
Lě1
L0`cN,D1pLq}x∇yσ1PLFωn }LqtLpx
À T 12´ 1q sup
Lě1
´
L0`max
´N
L
,
L
N
¯´1¯}x∇yσ1Fωn }Sq,p
N;D1`1
À T 12´ 1qN0`}x∇yσ1Fωn }Sq,p
N;D1`1
.
Then, the proposition follows from (38), where D1 is replaced by D1 ` 1.
5 The nonlinear evolution wn
Recall that the nonlinear evolution wn solves the truncated equation
wnptq “
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| θF ;npt
1q|∇Fωn |2dt1
` 2
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| θF ;npt
1q∇Fωn∇wndt1
`
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| θw;npt
1q|∇wn|2dt1
` 2
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| θF,w;ďn´1pt
1q∇Fωďn´1∇wndt1 (39)
` 2
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| θF,w;ďn´1pt
1q∇wďn´1∇wndt1
` 2
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| θF,w;ďn´1pt
1q∇PąNγ∇un´1∇Fωn dt1
(40)
The main result of this section provides control of the nonlinear component wn in Y
ν
N .
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Proposition 5.1 (Control of the nonlinear component wn).
Assume that ν ą 2, σ “ ν ´ 1´, s ą 1, σ1 ą 1, and maxpν ´ σ1, σ ´ 1q ă η ă ν ´ 1. Let D ě
D0ps, ν, σ1, σ, ηq and D1 ě D10ps, ν, σ1, σ, η,Dq be sufficiently large. Furthermore, assume that 0 ă T0 “
T0ps, ν, σ1, σ, η,D,D1q is sufficiently small.
Then there exists a unique solution wn P YνN pr0, T0sq of (39). Furthermore, we have for all 0 ď T ď T0
that
}wn}Yν
N
pr0,T sq À T
1
2
´
Nν´s´γpσ
1´1q `N p1´γqpν´1q`1´σ1
¯´
}x∇ysFωn }XN;D1 ` }x∇yσ
1
Fωn }SN;D1
¯
. (41)
5.1 Bilinear Estimates
In this section we prove the main bilinear estimates for the Duhamel terms in (39). In order to group
similar estimates together, we work with a paraproduct decomposition. We define
Πlo,hipv,wq :“
ÿ
L,K : L!K
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| ∇PLv ¨∇PKw dt
1 ,
Πhi,lopv,wq :“
ÿ
L,K : L"K
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| ∇PLv ¨∇PKw dt
1 ,
Πhi,hipv,wq :“
ÿ
L,K : L„K
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| ∇PL ¨∇PKw dt
1 .
Our motivation for distinguishing between low-high and high-low interactions stems from the terms in
(39). Whereas the first factor is often localized at frequencies À N , the second factor is always localized
at frequencies „ N .
We now summarize the necessary estimates for the proof of Proposition 5.1. The functions F,G below
correspond to either Fωďn´1 or F
ω
n , and the functions v,w below correspond to either wďn´1 or wn. To
simplify the notation, recall from Section 2.1 that
}u}Yν
N
“ }u}Yν
N
pr0,T sq :“ }x∇yνu}pXN;η ŞXďN;Dqpr0,T sq ` }x∇yν´1Btu}pXN;η ŞXďN;Dqpr0,T sq
` }x∇yσu}pSN;η Ş SďN;Dqpr0,T sq .
Lemma 5.2 (Low-High Interactions).
Assume that ν ą 2, σ “ ν ´ 1´, s ą 1, σ1 ą 1, and η ą 0. Let D ě D0ps, ν, σ1, σ, ηq and D1 ě
D10ps, ν, σ1, σ, η,Dq be sufficiently large. Then, we have for any 0 ă T ď 1 that
}Πlo,hipG,F q}Yν
N
À T 12Nν´s`1´σ1}x∇yσ1G}SN;D1 }x∇ysF }XN;D1 , (42)
}Πlo,hipPąNγG,F q}Yν
N
À T 12Nν´s`γp1´σ1q}x∇yσ1G}SďN;D1}x∇ysF }XN;D1 , , (43)
}Πlo,hipPąNγv, F q}YνN À T
1
2N p1´γqpν´1q`1´σ
1}x∇yνv}XďN;D}x∇yσ
1
F }SN;D1 , (44)
}Πlo,hipG,wq}Yν
N
À T 12 }x∇yσ1G}SďN;D1 }x∇yνw}XN;η ŞXďN;D (45)
}Πlo,hipv,wq}YνN À T
1
2 }x∇yσv}SďN;D}x∇yνv}XN;η ŞXďN;D . (46)
Lemma 5.3 (High-Low Interactions).
Assume that ν ą 2, σ “ ν´1´, s ą 1, σ1 ą 1, and maxpν´σ1, σ´1q ă η ă ν´1. Let D ě D0ps, ν, σ1, σ, ηq
and D1 ě D10ps, ν, σ1, σ, η,Dq be sufficiently large. Then, we have for any 0 ă T ď 1 that
}Πhi,lopG,F q}YνN À T
1
2Nν´s`1´σ
1}x∇yσ1G}SďN;D1 }x∇ysF }XN;D1 , (47)
}Πhi,lopv, F q}Yν
N
À T 12N1´σ1}x∇yνv}XďN;D}x∇yσ
1
F }SN;D1 , (48)
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}Πhi,lopG,wq}Yν
N
À T 12 }x∇yσ1G}SďN;D1 }x∇yνw}XN;η , (49)
}Πhi,lopv,wq}YνN À T
1
2 }x∇yνv}XďN;D}x∇yσw}SN;η . (50)
Lemma 5.4 (High-High Interactions).
Assume that ν ą 2, σ “ ν ´ 1´, s ą 1, σ1 ą 1, and 0 ă η ă ν ´ 1. Let D ě D0ps, ν, σ1, σ, ηq and
D1 ě D10ps, ν, σ1, σ, η,Dq be sufficiently large. Then, we have for any 0 ă T ď 1 that
}Πhi,hipG,F q}YνN À T
1
2Nν´s`1´σ
1}x∇yσ1G}SďN;D}x∇ysF }XN;D1 , (51)
}Πhi,hipv, F q}Yν
N
À T 12N1´σ1}x∇yνv}XďN;D}x∇yσ
1
F }SN;D1 , (52)
}Πhi,hipG,wq}YνN À T
1
2 }x∇yσ1G}SďN;D1}x∇yνw}XN;η , (53)
}Πhi,hipv,wq}Yν
N
À T 12 }x∇yσv}SďN;D}x∇yνw}XN;η ŞXďN;D . (54)
Since the (standard) proofs of the inequalities (42)-(54) are relatively long, we postpone them until
Section 7. We now use the estimates above to control the contribution of ∇PąNγun´1 ¨ ∇Fωn . Under
certain conditions on the parameters, this term will be smoother than the adapted linear evolution Fωn .
This shows that we removed the unfavorable low-high interaction described in the introduction. Since
the low-high interaction is the principal obstacle in the control of the nonlinear component wn, this is the
main step in the proof of Proposition 5.1.
Corollary 5.5 (Control of ∇PąNγun´1 ¨∇Fωn ).
Assume that ν ą 2, σ “ ν´1´, s ą 1, σ1 ą 1, and maxpν´σ1, σ´1q ă η ă ν´1. Let D ě D0ps, ν, σ1, σ, ηq
and D1 ě D10ps, ν, σ1, σ, η,Dq be sufficiently large. Then, we have for any 0 ă T ď 1 that››› ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| θF,w;ďn´1pt
1q∇PąNγun´1∇Fωn dt1
›››
Yν
N
À T 12
´
Nν´s`γp1´σ
1q `N p1´γqpν´1q`1´σ1
¯´
}x∇ysFωn }XN;D1 ` }x∇yσ
1
Fωn }SN;D1
¯
.
(55)
Proof. We split un´1 “ Fωďn´1 ` wďn´1.
Using (43), (47), and (51), we have that››› ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| θF,w;ďn´1pt
1q∇PąNγFωďn´1∇Fωn dt1
›››
Yν
N
À T 12Nν´s`γp1´σ1q}θF,w;ďn´1x∇yσ1Fωďn´1}SďN;D1}x∇ysFωn }XN;D1
À T 12Nν´s`γp1´σ1q}x∇ysFωn }XN;D1 .
Using (44), (48), and (52), we have that››› ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| θF,w;ďn´1pt
1q∇PąNγwďn´1∇Fωn dt1
›››
Yν
N
À T 12N p1´γqpν´1q`1´σ1}θF,w;ďn´1x∇yνwďn´1}XďN;D}x∇yσ
1
Fωn }SN;D1
À T 12N p1´γqpν´1q`1´σ1}x∇yσ1Fωn }SN;D1 .
Remark 5.6.
Because of the importance of the term ∇PąNγun´1 ¨ ∇Fωn , we informally justify (55) and describe the
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motivation behind the estimate.
The first power of N comes from the contribution of ∇PNγF
ω
ďn´1 ¨∇Fωn . It is bounded by
}x∇yν
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| ∇PNγF
ω
ďn´1 ¨∇Fωn }L8t L2x À T
1
2Nν´1}∇PNγFωďn´1}L2tL8x }∇F
ω
n }L8t L2x .
Thus, the resulting power is
Nν´s´γpσ
1´1q “ Nν´1lomon
derivatives
¨ N´γpσ1´1qloooomoooon
derivatives on Fωďn´1
¨ N1´slomon
derivatives on Fωn
. (56)
The second power of N comes from the contribution ∇PNγwďn´1 ¨∇Fωn . It is bounded by
}x∇yν
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| ∇PNγwďn´1 ¨∇F
ω
n }L8t L2x À T
1
2Nν´1}PNγ∇wďn´1}L8t L2x}∇Fωn }L2tL8x
Thus, the resulting power is
N p1´γqpν´1q`1´σ
1 “ Nν´1lomon
derivatives
¨ N´γpν´1qloooomoooon
derivatives on wďn´1
¨ N1´σ1lomon
derivatives on Fωn
. (57)
This estimate may seem counterintuitive, since the term with the higher frequency is placed in L2tL
8
x .
However, this our only option to capitalize on the randomness, which enters through the probabilistic
Strichartz estimate (35). In fact, switching the roles of wďn´1 and F
ω
n above would not allow us to go
below the deterministic restriction s ą 2.
5.2 Control of the nonlinear component wn
Proof of Proposition 5.1:
We begin by showing the a-priori estimate for wn, which forms the main part of the proof. Afterwards,
we will use contraction mapping to prove the existence and uniqueness of wn. This step could potentially
be replaced by a soft argument, since all involved functions are smooth (with norms growing in N).
A-priori bounds: We separate the proof into six cases, corresponding to the different terms in (39).
Case 1: Contribution of |∇Fωn |2. Using (42), (47), and (51), we have that››› ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| θF ;npt
1q∇Fωn ¨∇Fωn dt1
›››
Yν
N
À T 12Nν´s`1´σ1}x∇ysFωn }XN;D1 .
Case 2: Contribution of ∇Fωn∇wn. Using (45), (49), and (53), we have that››› ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| θF ;npt
1q∇Fωn ¨∇wndt1
›››
Yν
N
À T 12 }wn}Yν
N
.
Case 3: Contribution of |∇wn|2. Using (46), (50), and (54), we have that››› ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| θw;npt
1q∇wn ¨∇wndt1
›››
Yν
N
À T 12 }wn}Yν
N
.
Case 4: Contribution of ∇Fωďn´1∇wn. Using (45), (49), and (53), we have that››› ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| θF,w;ďn´1pt
1q∇Fωďn´1 ¨∇wndt1
›››
Yν
N
À T 12 }wn}Yν
N
.
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Case 5: Contribution of ∇wďn´1∇wn. Using (46), (50), and (54), we have that››› ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| θF,w;ďn´1pt
1q∇wďn´1 ¨∇wndt1
›››
Yν
N
À T 12 }wn}Yν
N
.
Case 6: Contribution of ∇PąNγ∇un´1∇F
ω
n . This term was already estimated in Corollary 5.5. We have
that ››› ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| θF,w;ďn´1pt
1q∇PąNγun´1∇Fωn dt1
›››
Yν
N
À T 12
´
Nν´s`γp1´σ
1q `N p1´γqpν´1q`1´σ1
¯´
}x∇ysFωn }XN;D1 ` }x∇yσ
1
Fωn }SN;D1
¯
.
Combining the estimates above, we obtain that
}wn}Yν
N
À T 12
´
Nν´s`γp1´σ
1q `N p1´γqpν´1q`1´σ1
¯´
}x∇ysFωn }XN;D1 ` }x∇yσ
1
Fωn }SN;D1
¯
` T 12 }wn}Yν
N
.
Then, the a-priori bound follows by choosing T0 ą 0 sufficiently small.
Contraction Mapping:
Due to the truncations using θ, we may work on the whole space YνN . We set
Γwptq :“
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| θF ;npt
1q|∇Fωn |2dt1 ` 2
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| θF ;npt
1q∇Fωn∇wdt1
`
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| θwpt
1q|∇w|2dt1 ` 2
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| θF,w;ďn´1pt
1q∇Fωďn´1∇wdt1
`
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| θF,w;ďn´1pt
1q∇wďn´1∇wdt1
`
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| θF,w;ďn´1pt
1q∇PąNγun´1∇Fωn dt1 .
(58)
Here, the cutoff θwpsq is defined by replacing wn in the definition of θw;npsq with w, see (23). The same
arguments that led to the a-priori bound show that
}Γw}Yν
N
À T 12
´
Nν´s´γpσ
1´1q `N p1´γqpν´1q`1´σ1
¯´
}x∇ysFωn }XN;D1 ` }x∇yσ
1
Fωn }SN;D1
¯
` T 12 }w}Yν
N
.
In particular, Γ maps YνN into Y
ν
N . Thus, it suffices to prove for all v,w P YνN that
}Γv ´ Γw}Yν
N
À T 12 }v ´ w}Yν
N
.
For the linear terms in v and w, this follows from the estimates above. Thus, it remains to control the
quadratic term θv|∇v|2 ´ θw|∇w|2. We use a similar method as in the proof of [17, Proposition 3.1]. We
define
tv :“ supt0 ď t ď T : }x∇yνv}pXN;η ŞXďN;Dqpr0,tsq ` }x∇yσv}pSN;η Ş SďN;Dqpr0,tsq ď 2u .
The time tw is defined analogously. Due to the continuity statement (19), we have that
}1r0,tv s x∇yνv}pXN;η ŞXďN;Dqpr0,T sq ` }1r0,tvs x∇yσv}pSN;η ŞSďN;Dqpr0,T sq ď 2 .
To avoid confusion, we point out that the continuity statement (19) is not enforced solely by the
XN ;Dpr0, T sq-norm, but comes from the definition of the space in (18).
Without loss of generality, we assume that tv ď tw. Using (46), (50), and (54), we have that››› ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇|
`
θvpt1q |∇v|2 ´ θwpt1q|∇w|2
˘
dt1
›››
Yν
N
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ď
››› ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| 1r0,tvspt
1qpθvpt1q ´ θwpt1qq|∇v|2dt1
›››
Yν
N
`
››› ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| 1r0,tvspt
1qθwpt1q
`|∇v|2 ´ |∇w|2˘ dt1›››
Yν
N
`
››› ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| 1ptv ,twspt
1qpθvpt1q ´ θwpt1qq|∇w|2dt1
›››
Yν
N
À T 12 }θv ´ θw}L8t
´
}1r0,tvsx∇yνv}XN;η ŞXďN;D ` }1r0,tvsx∇yσv}SN;η Ş SďN;D
¯2
` T 12
ˆ
}1r0,tvsx∇yνv}XN;η ŞXďN;D ` }1r0,tvsx∇yσv}SN;η Ş SďN;D ` }1r0,tvsx∇yνw}XN;η ŞXďN;D
` }1r0,tvsx∇yσw}SN;η ŞSďN;D
˙
}v ´ w}Yν
N
` T 12 }θv ´ θw}L8t
´
}1ptv ,twsx∇yνw}XN;η ŞXďN;D ` }1ptv ,twsx∇yσw}SN;η Ş SďN;D
¯2
À T 12 }v ´ w}Yν
N
.
Hence, Γ is a contraction on YνN , and wn can be defined as the unique fixed point of Γ.
6 Proof of the main theorem
As in Section 4, any question regarding the (strong) measurability of the solutions is addressed in the
appendix. Before we begin with the proof of the main theorem, we collect all conditions on the parameters.
Parameter conditions: First, we have the basic conditions
ν ą 2 ą s ą 1 , σ “ ν ´ 1´, σ1 ą σ, and γ P p0, 1q . (59)
In order to use Proposition 4.4, Proposition 5.1, and Corollary 5.5, we require the major conditions
σ1 ´ s` 1´ γpσ ´ 1q ´ 1
2
p1´ γq ă 0 ,
ν ´ s´ γpσ1 ´ 1q ă 0 ,
p1´ γqpν ´ 1q ` 1´ σ1 ă 0 .
(60)
Because of (34) and (35), we also require the minor conditions
ν ă 5
2
and s ą σ1 . (61)
In particular, if (59), (60), and (61) are satisfied, we can find an η that satisfies the conditions of Propo-
sition 5.1.
To complete the proof of the main theorem, we now have to prove the convergence of the iterates un,
remove the truncation in (25) and (27) by choosing a small random time T pωq ą 0, and optimize the
parameters.
Proof of the main theorem:
Let Fωn , wn, and un be as in (25), (27), and (28). As before, we have eliminated the subcript θ from our
notation. First, we show the convergence of the iterates un. Assuming that the parameters satisfy (59),
(60), and (61), we prove that there exists a random function u : Ωˆ r0, T0s ˆ R3 Ñ R s.t.
un Ñ u in L2ωC0tHsxpΩˆ r0, T0s ˆ R3q and L2ωL2tW σ,8x pΩˆ r0, T0s ˆ R3q ,
Btun Ñ Btu in L2ωC0tHs´1x pΩˆ r0, T0s ˆ R3q .
(62)
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Here, T0 ą 0 is as in Proposition 5.1.
Let ǫ ą 0 be sufficiently small depending on the parameters above. We show the convergence of the seriesř8
m“0 F
ω
m and
ř8
m“0 wm in L
2
ωC
0
tH
s
x and L
2
ωL
2
tW
σ,8
x . The convergence of the time-derivatives follows
from a similar argument.
Let 0 ď n´ ă n` ă 8 be arbitrary. Writing M “ 2m, we obtain from Minkowski’s integral inequality
and the definition of XM ;D1 that››› nÿ`
m“n´
x∇ysFωm
›››
L2ωL
8
t L
2
x
À
››› nÿ`
m“n´
x∇ysPNFωm
›››
L2ωL
8
t ℓ
2
N
L2x
À
››› nÿ`
m“n´
x∇ysPNFωm
›››
L2ωℓ
2
N
L8t L
2
x
À
››› nÿ`
m“n´
}x∇ysPNFωm}L8t L2x
›››
L2ωℓ
2
N
À
››› nÿ`
m“n´
max
ˆ
N
M
,
M
N
˙´D1
}x∇ysFωm}XM;D1
›››
L2ωℓ
2
N
.
By using Corollary 4.3, it follows that››› nÿ`
m“n´
max
ˆ
N
M
,
M
N
˙´D1
}x∇ysFωm}XM;D1
›››
L2ωℓ
2
N
À
››› nÿ`
m“n´
max
ˆ
N
M
,
M
N
˙´D1
}p rPMfω0 , rPMfω1 q}HsxˆHs´1x ›››L2ωℓ2N
À
›››˜ nÿ`
m“n´
}p rPMfω0 , rPMfω1 q}2HsxˆHs´1x
¸ 1
2 ›››
L2ω
À
˜
nÿ`
m“n´
}p rPMf0, rPMf1q}2HsxˆHs´1x
¸ 1
2
.
This proves that the series
ř8
m“0 F
ω
m is Cauchy in L
2
ωC
0
tH
s
x. From Proposition 4.4, we have that
}x∇yσFωm}L2ωL2tL8x À }x∇y
σ1Fωm}L2ωSM;D1 ÀM´ǫ}p rPMf0, rPMf1q}HsxˆHs´1x . (63)
This proves the convergence of
ř8
m“0 F
ω
m in L
2
ωL
2
tW
σ,8
x .
From Proposition 5.1, we have that
}x∇yνwm}L8t L2x ` }x∇yσwm}L2tL8x À T
1
2M´ǫ
´
}x∇ysFωm}XM;D1 ` }x∇yσ
1
Fωm}SM;D1
¯
.
After taking moments in ω, the convergence then follows from Corollary 4.3 and Proposition 4.4.
Second, we show that there exist random times T pωq s.t. (5) holds. To eliminate the cutoff, it suffices to
choose T pωq ą 0 s.t.
8ÿ
m“0
´
}x∇yσ1Fωm}SM;D1pr0,T pωqsq ` }wm}YνM pr0,T pωqsq
¯
ď 1 .
Using the continuity statement (19) and the estimate (63), we have for a.e. ω P Ω that
t P r0, T0s ÞÑ
8ÿ
m“0
}x∇yσ1Fωm}SM;D1pr0,tsq
is continuous and equals zero at t “ 0. As a consequence, the random time
T1pωq :“ sup
"
0 ď t ď T0 :
8ÿ
m“0
}x∇yσ1Fωm}SM;D1pr0,tsq ď
1
2
*
is almost surely positive. To control the nonlinear components wm, we recall from Proposition 5.1 that
}wm}Yν
M
pr0,T sq À T
1
2M´ǫ
´
}x∇ysFωm}XM;D1pr0,T sq ` }x∇yσ
1
Fωm}SM;D1pr0,T sq
¯
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Using Corollary 4.3 and Proposition 4.4, we have almost surely that
8ÿ
m“0
M´ǫ
´
}x∇ysFωm}XM;D1pr0,T0sq ` }x∇yσ
1
Fωm}SM;D1pr0,T0sq
¯
ă 8 .
Thus, the random time
T2pωq :“ sup
"
0 ď t ď T0 :
8ÿ
m“0
}wm}Yν
M
ď 1
2
*
is almost surely positive. Setting T pωq “ minpT1pωq, T2pωqq, we obtain for a.e. w P Ω that
unptq “W ptqpfω0 , fω1 q `
ż t
0
sinppt´ t1q|∇|q
|∇| |∇unpt
1q|2dt1 @n ě 0 and @t P r0, T pωqs .
Then, (5) follows from the convergence of the iterates un.
Third, we have to determine nearly optimal parameters ps, ν, σ1, γq. We discretized the parameter γ P p0, 1q
and used a linear programming solver to find the remaining parameters ps, ν, σ1q with an almost optimal
value of s. This leads to
ps, ν, σ1, γq “ p1.9840, 2.1001, 1.13205, 0.88q . (64)
7 Proof of the bilinear estimates
In this section, we present the proofs of Lemma 5.2, Lemma 5.3, and Lemma 5.4.
Proof of Lemma 5.2.
First, we prove the estimates (42) and (43). Let H P tPąNγG,Gu. Then, we for all M ě 1 that
}x∇yνPMΠlo,hipH,F q}L8t L2x ` }x∇yν´1BtPMΠlo,hipH,F q}L8t L2x ` }x∇yσPMΠlo,hipH,F q}L2tL8x
ÀMν´1
ÿ
1ďL!M
ÿ
K„M
}∇PLH ¨∇PKF }L1tL2x
À T 12Mν´s
ÿ
1ďL!M
L1´σ
1}x∇yσ1PLH}L2tL8x
ÿ
K„M
}x∇ysPKF }L8t L2x .
After multiplying by cN,DpMq and summing in M , we obtain for all D1 ą 2D and D ą η that
}Πlo,hipH,F q}YνN
À T 12
ÿ
Mě1
ÿ
1ďL!M
Mν´sL1´σ
1
max
ˆ
N
M
,
M
N
˙´D
}x∇yσ1PLH}L2tL8x }x∇y
sF }XN;D1 .
We now distinguish the two different possibilities for H. If H “ G, then
ÿ
Mě1
ÿ
1ďL!M
Mν´sL1´σ
1
max
ˆ
N
M
,
M
N
˙´D
}x∇yσ1PLH}L2tL8x
À
ÿ
Mě1
ÿ
1ďL!M
Mν´sL1´σ
1
max
ˆ
N
M
,
M
N
˙´D
max
ˆ
N
L
,
L
N
˙´D1
}x∇yσ1G}SN;D1
À Nν´s`1´σ1}x∇yσ1G}SN;D1 .
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If H “ PąNγG, then ÿ
Mě1
ÿ
1ďL!M
Mν´sL1´σ
1
max
ˆ
N
M
,
M
N
˙´D
}x∇yσ1PLH}L2tL8x
À
ÿ
MěNγ
ÿ
NγďL!M
Mν´sL1´σ
1
max
ˆ
N
M
,
M
N
˙´D
}x∇yσ1G}SďN;D1
À Nν´s`γp1´σ1q}x∇yσ1G}SďN;D1 .
Second, we prove (44). For any M ě 1, we have that
}x∇yνPMΠlo,hipPąNγv, F q}L8t L2x ` }x∇yν´1BtPMΠlo,hipPąNγv, F q}L8t L2x
` }x∇yσPMΠlo,hipPąNγv, F q}L2tL8x
ÀMν´1
ÿ
NγďL!M
ÿ
K„M
}∇PLv ¨∇PKF }L1tL2x
À T 12Mν´σ1
ÿ
NγďL!M
L1´ν}x∇yνPLv}L8t L2x
ÿ
K„M
}x∇yσ1PKF }L2tL8x .
After multiplying with cN,DpMq and summing in M , we obtain for all D1 ą 2D and D ą η that
}Πlo,hipPąNγv, F q}YνN
À T 12
ÿ
Mě1
ÿ
NγďL!M
Mν´σ
1
L1´ν max
ˆ
N
M
,
M
N
˙´D
}x∇yνv}XďN;D}x∇yσ
1
F }XN;D1
À T 12N p1´γqpν´1q`1´σ1}x∇yνv}XďN;D}x∇yσ
1
F }XN;D1 .
Third, we prove (45) and (46). For any M ě 1, we have that
}x∇yνΠlo,hipG,wq}L8t L2x ` }x∇yν´1BtΠlo,hipG,wq}L8t L2x ` }x∇yσΠlo,hipG,wq}L2tL8x
ÀMν´1
ÿ
1ďL!M
ÿ
K„M
}∇PLG ¨∇PKw}L1tL2x
À T 12
ÿ
Lě1
L1´σ
1}x∇yσ1PLG}L2tL8x
ÿ
K„M
}x∇yνPKw}L8t L2x
À T 12 }x∇yσ1G}SN;D1
ÿ
K„M
}x∇yνPKw}L8t L2x .
After multiplying by cN,ηpMq ` cďN,DpMq and summing in M ě 1, we obtain (45). The estimate (46)
follows from exactly the same argument.
This finishes the proof of the low-high bilinear estimates.
Proof of Lemma 5.3.
First, we prove (47). For any M ě 1, we have for all sufficiently large D1 ą 0 that
}x∇yνPMΠhi,lopG,F q}L8t L2x ` }x∇yν´1BtPMΠhi,lopG,F q}L8t L2x ` }x∇yσPMΠhi,lopG,F q}L2tL8x
ÀMν´1
ÿ
L„M
ÿ
K!M
}∇PLG ¨∇PKF }L1tL2x
À T 12Mν´σ1 max
ˆ
1,
M
N
˙´D1 ÿ
K!M
K1´smax
ˆ
N
K
,
K
N
˙´D1
}x∇yσ1G}SďN;D1 }x∇ysF }XN;D1
À T 12Mν´σ1
´
1MÀNM
1´s
ˆ
N
M
˙´D1
` 1M"NN1´s
ˆ
M
N
˙´D1 ¯
}x∇yσ1G}SďN;D1 }x∇ysF }XN;D1
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À T 12Nν´s`1´σ1 max
ˆ
M
N
,
N
M
˙´2D
}x∇yσ1G}SďN;D1 }x∇ysF }XN;D1 .
After multiplying by cN,DpMq and summing in M ě 1, this yields an acceptable contribution.
Second, we prove (48). For any M ě 1, we have that
}x∇yνPMΠhi,lopv, F q}L8t L2x ` }x∇yν´1PMBtΠhi,lopv, F q}L8t L2x ` }x∇yσPMΠhi,lopv, F q}L2tL8x
ÀMν´1
ÿ
L„M
ÿ
K!M
}∇PLv ¨∇PKF }L1tL2x
À T 12
´ ÿ
K!M
K1´σ
1
max
ˆ
N
K
,
K
N
˙´D1 ¯´ ÿ
L„M
}x∇yνPLv}L8t L2x
¯
}x∇yσ1F }SN;D1
À T 12
´
1MÀNM
1´σ1
´N
M
¯´D1
` 1M"NN1´σ1
¯´ ÿ
L„M
}x∇yνPLv}L8t L2x
¯
}x∇yσ1F }SN;D1 .
After multiplying with cN,DpMq and summing in M ě 1, it follows that
}Πhi,lopv, F q}YνN
À T 12
´ ÿ
1ďMÀN
M1´σ
1
´N
M
¯D´D1¯}x∇yνv}XďN;D}x∇yσ1F }SN;D1
` T 12N1´σ1
ÿ
M"N
ÿ
L„M
cN,DpMq}x∇yνPLv}L8t L2x}x∇yσ
1
F }SN;D1
À T 12N1´σ1}x∇yνv}XďN;D}x∇yσ
1
F }SN;D1
Third, we prove (49). For any M ě 1, it follows from η ă ν ´ 1 that
}x∇yνPMΠhi,lopG,wq}L8t L2x ` }x∇yν´1PMBtΠhi,lopG,wq}L8t L2x ` }x∇yσPMΠhi,lopG,wq}L2tL8x
ÀMν´1
ÿ
L„M
ÿ
K!M
}∇PLG ¨∇PKw}L1tL2x
À T 12Mν´σ1 max
ˆ
1,
M
N
˙´D1 ´ ÿ
K!M
K1´ν max
ˆ
N
K
,
K
N
˙´η ¯
}x∇yσ1G}SďN;D1 }x∇yνw}XN;η
À T 12Mν´σ1 max
ˆ
1,
M
N
˙´D1
N´η}x∇yσ1G}SďN;D1 }x∇yνw}XN;η .
After multiplying with cN,ηpMq ` cďN,ηpMq and summing in M ě 1, the total contribution is bounded
by
T
1
2
´ ÿ
1ďMÀN
Mν´σ
1´η `
ÿ
M"N
Mν´σ
1
N´η
´M
N
¯D´D1¯
}x∇yσ1G}SďN;D1}x∇yνw}XN;η
À T 12 }x∇yσ1G}SďN;D1 }x∇yνw}XN;η ,
where we used that η ą ν ´ σ1.
Finally, we prove (50), where we argue as in the proof of (48). For any M ě 1, it holds that
}x∇yνPMΠhi,lopv,wq}L8t L2x ` }x∇yν´1PMBtΠhi,lopv,wq}L8t L2x ` }x∇yσPMΠhi,lopv,wq}L2tL8x
À T 12
´ ÿ
K!M
K1´σmax
ˆ
N
K
,
K
N
˙´η ¯´ ÿ
L„M
}x∇yνPLv}L8t L2x
¯
}x∇yσ1w}SN;η
À T 12
´
1MÀNM
1´σ
´N
M
¯´η ` 1M"NN1´σ¯´ ÿ
L„M
}x∇yνPLv}L8t L2x
¯
}x∇yσw}SN;η .
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In the last line, we used that η ą σ´1. After multiplying with cN,ηpMq`cďN,DpMq, the total contribution
is bounded by
}Πhi,lopv,wq}YνN
À T 12
´ ÿ
1ďMÀN
M1´σ
¯
}x∇yνv}XďN;D}x∇yσ
1
w}SN;η
` T 12N1´σ
ÿ
M"N
ÿ
L„M
cN,DpMq}x∇yνPLv}L8t L2x}x∇yσ
1
w}SN;η
À T 12 }x∇yνv}XďN;D}x∇yσ
1
w}SN;η .
This finishes the proof of the high-low bilinear estimates.
Proof of Lemma 5.4. We begin with the proof of (51). For any M ě 1, we have that
}x∇yνPMΠhi,hipG,F q}L8t L2x ` }x∇yν´1BtPMΠhi,hipG,F q}L8t L2x ` }x∇yσPMΠhi,hipG,F q}L2tL8x
ÀMν´1
ÿ
L„K"M
}∇PLG ¨∇PKF }L1tL2x
À T 12Mν´1
˜ ÿ
L„K"M
L1´σ
1
K1´smax
´
1,
L
N
¯´D1
max
´N
K
,
K
N
¯´D1¸ }x∇yσ1G}SďN;D1 }x∇ysF }XN;D1
À T 12Mν´1
ˆ
1MÀNN
2´σ1´s ` 1M"NM2´σ1´s
´M
N
¯´2D1˙ }x∇yσ1G}SďN;D1 }x∇ysF }XN;D1
“ T 12Nν´s`1´σ1
ˆ
1MÀN
´M
N
¯ν´1 ` 1M"N´M
N
¯´2D1`ν´s`1´σ1˙ }x∇yσ1G}SďN;D1 }x∇ysF }XN;D1 .
Since η ă ν ´ 1, we may multiply by cN,ηpMq ` cďN,DpMq and sum in M ě 1.
Next, we proof (52). For any M ě 1, we have that
}x∇yνPMΠhi,hipv, F q}L8t L2x ` }x∇yν´1PMBtΠhi,hipv, F q}L8t L2x ` }x∇yσPMΠhi,hipv, F q}L2tL8x
ÀMν´1
ÿ
L„K"M
}∇PLv ¨∇PKF }L1tL2x
À T 12Mν´1
˜ ÿ
L„K"M
L1´νK1´σ
1
max
´
1,
L
N
¯´D
max
´N
K
,
K
N
¯´D1¸ }x∇yνv}XďN;D}x∇yσ1F }SN;D1
À T 12Mν´1
ˆ
1MÀNN
2´ν´σ1 ` 1M"NM2´ν´σ1
´M
N
¯´D´D1˙ }x∇yνv}XďN;D}x∇yσ1F }SN;D1
À T 12N1´σ1
ˆ
1MÀN
´M
N
¯ν´1 ` 1M"N´M
N
¯´D´D1`1´σ˙ }x∇yνv}XďN;D}x∇yσ1F }SN;D1 .
Since η ă ν ´ 1, we may multiply by cN,ηpMq ` cďN,DpMq and sum in M ě 1.
Finally, we prove (53) and (54). For any M ě 1, we have that
}x∇yνPMΠhi,hipG,wq}L8t L2x ` }x∇yν´1PMBtΠhi,hipG,wq}L8t L2x ` }x∇yσPMΠhi,hipG,wq}L2tL8x
ÀMν´1
ÿ
L„K"M
}∇PLG ¨∇PKw}L1tL2x
À T 12Mν´1
ÿ
L„K"M
L1´σ
1
K1´ν max
´
1,
L
N
¯´D
max
´N
K
,
K
N
¯´η
}x∇yσ1G}SďN;D}x∇yνv}XN;η
À T 12M1´σ1
ˆ
1MÀN
´M
N
¯η ` 1M"N´M
N
¯´D´η˙ }x∇yσ1G}SďN;D}x∇yνv}XN;η
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In the evaluation of the sum, we have used that η ă ν ´ 1 ă ν ` σ1 ´ 2. After multiplying by cN,ηpMq `
cďN,DpMq and summing in M ě 1, we see that
}Πhi,hipG,wq}Yν
N
À T 12 }x∇yσ1G}SďN;D1 }x∇yνv}XN;η .
Since we only used σ1 ą 1, the same argument also yields (54). This finishes the proof of the high-high
bilinear estimates.
A Appendix
Strong measurability of F ωn and wn
In this section, we prove the strong measurability of the iterates. As before, let pΩ,F ,Pq be the given
probability space. We recall the following definition from the theory of Bochner-integration.
Definition A.1.
Let E be a Banach space. A function v : Ω Ñ E is called simple if there exist measurable sets Fi P F
and vectors xi P E, i “ 1, . . . , k, such that
v “
kÿ
i“1
1Fipωq xi .
A function v : ΩÑ E is called strongly measurable (or strongly F -measurable) if it can be written as the
pointwise limit of simple functions. Finally, a function v : ΩÑ E is called strongly P-measurable if there
exists a strongly measurable function rv : ΩÑ E such that vpωq “ rvpωq holds P-almost surely.
The following two properties follow directly from the definition.
Lemma A.2.
Let E,E1, E2, and F be Banach spaces.
(i) If v : ΩÑ E is strongly measurable and φ : E Ñ F is continuous (but possibly nonlinear), then the
composition φ ˝ v : ΩÑ F is strongly measurable.
(ii) If vi : ΩÑ Ei, i “ 1, 2, are strongly measurable, then pv1, v2q : Ω ÞÑ E1ˆE2 is strongly measurable.
We are now ready to prove the main proposition of this section. Recall the definition of the sigma-algebra
Fn :“ σpgl : }l}2 ă 2nq, where n P N0.
Proposition A.3.
Let Fωn , Fn,k, and wn be as in (25), (26), and (27). Furthermore, let 0 ď T ď T0 be as in Theorem 1.3.
Then, we have for all n ě 0 that
(i) the functions ω ÞÑ x∇ysFωn P XN ;D1 , ω ÞÑ x∇ys´1BtFωn P XN ;D1, and ω ÞÑ x∇yσ
1
Fωn P SN ;D1 are
strongly Fn-measurable,
(ii) the functions ω ÞÑ ∇Fn,k P C0tBρ,γk,D2, ω ÞÑ BtFn,k P C0tBρ,γk,D2, and ω ÞÑ Fn,k P C0tBρ,γk,D2 are strongly
Fn´1- measurable,
(iii) the function ω ÞÑ wn P YνN is strongly Fn-measurable.
Furthermore, let u be the solution from Theorem 1.3. Then, the maps ω ÞÑ u P C0tHsx
Ş
L2tW
σ,8
x and
ω ÞÑ Btu P C0tHs´1x are strongly P-measurable.
Before we prove the proposition, we need the following lemma which proves the measurability of the
cutoff.
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Lemma A.4.
If ω P Ω ÞÑ vω P XN ;Dpr0, T sq is strongly Fn-measurable, then the map
pω, τq P Ωˆ r0, T s Ñ }vω}XN;Dpr0,τ sq P Rě0
is measurable with respect to the product sigma-algebra Fn
Â
Bpr0, T sq. Here, Bpr0, T sq denotes the
Borel sigma-algebra.
An analogous statement also holds for XďN ;Dpr0, T sq, SN ;Dpr0, T sq, and SďN ;Dpr0, T sq.
Proof. Since vω is strongly Fn-measurable, it suffices to prove the statement for simple functions. Thus,
we may assume that there exists pairwise disjoint measurable sets Fi P Fn and (deterministic) functions
vi P XN ;Dpr0, T sq, i “ 1, . . . , k, such that
vω “
kÿ
i“1
1Fipωqvi .
It follows that
}vω}XN;Dpr0,τ sq “
kÿ
i“1
1Fipωq}vi}XN;Dpr0,τ sq .
Thus, Lemma A.4 follows from the continuity statement (19).
Proof of Proposition A.3. We prove the proposition by induction on n. Since the base case n “ 0
and induction step follow from the same argument, we may assume directly that (i)-(iii) hold for all
m “ 0, . . . , n´ 1.
Due to (i), (iii), and Lemma A.2.(i), we see that ω ÞÑ un´1 P L2tW σ,8x is strongly Fn´1-measurable.
Similarly, using (i), (iii), and Lemma A.4, we obtain the measurability of the cutoff θF,w;ďn´1. Since the
proof of Proposition 4.1 leads to a contraction mapping argument, we see that the solution Fk of (29)
depends continuously on φ P L2tW σ,8x . Therefore, we obtain (ii) from Lemma A.2.(i). For any sufficiently
large D2 ą 0, we have the continuous embeddings C0tBρ,γk,D2 ãÑ XN ;D1 and C0tBρ,γk,D2 ãÑ SN ;D1 , where the
norm of the embedding may depend on N . Since
Fωn “
ÿ
N{2ď}k}2ăN
gkpωqFn,k ,
this proves (i). Since the proof of Proposition 5.1 consists of a contraction mapping argument, wn P YνN
depends continuously on Fωm, wm, where m “ 0, . . . , n ´ 1, and Fωn , all in their respective norms. Thus,
(iii) follows from (i) with m “ 0, . . . , n, (iii) with m “ 0, . . . , n ´ 1, Lemma A.2, and Lemma A.4.
Finally, the strong P-measurability of u follows from the convergence of the iterates, see (62).
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